“This SHARE opportunity was AWESOME!”

“Phillip and I got to the ranch about 1:00 pm and started hunting about 2:00 pm. The guides were extremely helpful and provided information on good hunting locations. We drove in about 18 miles in on paved road and another three miles on dirt. We then hiked in about a half mile overlooking a nice valley. Along the road we saw several bucks and about twenty does, but no pig. We were glassing around and I spotted a boar about 100 yards below us. The pig had skirted behind a little knoll and popped out the other side. Phillip had dropped down, but I didn’t and he saw me and started running. I took two shots and missed. I then cranked my scope to twelve power and standing off hand fired a third shot that incredibly hit right behind the shoulder and into the heart. The boar dropped and rolled back down the hill about 10 yards. We ranged the shot and it was 280 yards.”

“I shot my boar at 5:45 pm and by the time we got to the pig it was getting dark. After gutting it, Phillip ended up dragging it uphill for over 300 yards. We drove back to the ranch office and weighed it out at 142 lbs., so about 200 lbs. on the hoof. We skinned it out and let it hang overnight. The next morning we found out there was no meat processing plant local and decided to head home. Although we could have hunted another day and a half, Phillip decided not to as he has taken pig in the past and has another planned pig hunt coming up.”

“I cannot say enough good things about the entire Tejon Ranch staff that we interacted with - very helpful and courteous. My first ever big game hunt was perfect I would not have changed a thing. This SHARE opportunity was AWESOME!”

Thanks again,

Bill C.